VIRTUAL GIRL SCOUT LAB

Because of Her
Virtual Girl Scout Lab
April 9, 2020

To complete the Virtual Girl Scout Lab Activities, you must join the GSBDC - Girl Scouts Facebook Group or the GSBDC - Parents and Volunteers Facebook Group. Then, join the Virtual Lab Event in the group you joined. Complete three out of five activities.

Rosa Parks

1. Choose a person who played a role in the Civil Rights Movement and learn more about them. Share what you have learned by making a poster or making a video. Post a photo of your poster or a video in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.

2. The boxer Muhammad Ali played a big role in the fight for civil rights. He was also known for his freestyle poetry. Click here to see a few examples of his poetry and then try composing your own freestyle poem. Share your poem in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab and comment on a couple of your sister Girl Scouts poems.

3. Martin Luther King Jr. once said that “injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” When one group of people is treated unfairly, it makes it easier for other groups of people to also be treated unfairly. After the success of the Civil Rights Movement, similar movements for women’s rights, gay rights and the rights of the disabled began to experience more success. Write a post about how you have benefited from the Civil Rights Movement in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.

4. Draw the bus that Rosa Parks was on and research some facts about her. Share your drawing in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.

5. Learn about the Bill of Rights and the freedoms it guarantees Americans. You can do your own research or watch a video by clicking here. Find an amendment that is important you and post about it in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.

THERE IS POWER IN EVERY GIRL

Girl Scouting builds girls of courage, confidence, and character, who make the world a better place. Join today at www.bdgsc.org/join. If you would like more information, contact our Customer Care Team at (304) 345-7722